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smne sort

and I have had difficulty

it is hard to
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teachers and parents is

parents in the

fron1 many of our

cannot rely solely on a
child is doing. There should be more frequent feedback of some sort or some
conversation between teachers and parents. Education does not begin

of
in the

classroom. Harris and Goodall agree that it is what parents do to support learning in
the school and

the hmne that makes the difference in achievement in school (I-Iarris

& Goodall, 2007). It is clear that without some sort of parental support, children

may suffer academic, social, and moral failure at a higher rate than children who have
active parents in their education. Ultimately it is up to the teachers to establish and
maintain positive relationships between home and school.
The main purpose of this action-research project was to discover what parents
think about their overall relationship with their children's school and then use this
information to build stronger relationships with them. I wanted to find new and
meaningful approaches that would

parents 1nore involved in their children's

education. I was also detennined to review successful literature that has already been
completed in the field and decide how to implement that into my classroom. Sorne of
my questions for this study included: What are parents' initial perceptions of their

1

I

of the
of

do I

children and how do I 1naintain

hopefully give me a better

as to how

their child's school. I also

to see

be put into effect in order to

the atnount of

parents

their children's school. I hoped to gain essential knowledge needed to bridge the gap
between parent-school communications and overall involvement in the education of
their child. Past research has focused on this topic but I felt like this type of research
should be done within each school district because each district has its own
Past and present research about the need for improved parent-school cmnmunication
has given many recommendations but I believe few have been very successful and
most have been subjective.
Background
Communication between parents and teachers is known to be critical to the
success of a child's academic and social growth. Research has been completed on
different aspects of parental involvement

children's education and every

conclusion points to the need for stronger parent-teacher relationships. However,
both teachers and

believe

is a lack

communication on many levels. Unfortunately this disconnection between schools
and parents causes children to suffer in the long run. Teaching today' s youth is
already very difficult with a strong backing from parents. But, without parents'
support, educators know their influence is even more limited (Lickona, 1998).
2

this issue still

the teachers
said, countless
when looking at

diletntna.

in order to try

causes

one must look at the

find some sort of solution.

exist between schools
the schools. It can
the

difficult

parents to

involved in

of their early adolescent children given the complexity of modem life, the

nature of early adolescent developtnent, and the impersonal environments of many
schools (Chen, 2009). Cultural differences also form a barricade in the
communication between parents and schools. Despite the many known advantages to
parental involvement, research indicates that weak connections exist between African
Brandon claimed that 1\.fricanAmerican parents have been known to isolate themselves from their child's school for
cultural reasons. Many of these parents encounter personal, cultural, and
structural barriers that cause them to be isolated or alienated from the school system
(Brandon, 2007). The isolation or alienation can result

a lack of participation in the

parents may be suspicious of the educational institution and confuse teaching with
learning,

advancement with education, and a diploma with competence (2007).

3

Ill

2009).
see
demands of

and

nights at . .,..~~··'-''-''

when

There are many reasons that can

it to
concerns.

to explain why this proble1n exists.

Whatever the reasons may

teachers need to find a way to collaborate

order to meet the needs of
There is a wealth of support that suggests parental engagement in a child's

parental involvement extend beyond literacy and educational achievement. Studies
show that children whose parents are involved show greater social and emotional
development as well.

includes more resilience to stress,

life satisfaction,

greater self-direction and self-control,

social adjustment, '"'". . . .-,,...+,...... mental

health, 1nore supportive relationships,

social competence, more positive peer

relations, more tolerance, more successful marriages, and
(Desforges and Abouchaar, 2003).

Harris and Goodall back
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that engaging
n1ore
ofparents'
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in the learning

educational~~""'"~-~~...,

on a

child's educational attainment has also been well documented
often assutne or pass judgment as to why a parent is not participating
lives. Rafaele and Knoff describe how some educators view

in their

parents by saying when parents do not engage in cooperative problmn-solving with
school personnel, it is often presumed that they are unable to participate or
uninterested in doing so. They state that some educators even draw the conclusion
that these parents are simply not interested in their children's education (Rafaele &
Knoff, 1999). I took a look at the parents of an urban elen1entary school district in
upstate New York and tried to uncover what the parents thought about their overall
communication with their children's schooL I also tried to discover ways in which I
could improve their overall connectedness with the school. Overall, there is a lot of
speculation as to why parents are not more involved and it was my aim to try and find
out a cause for

particular classroom parents and implement a plan to improve

parental involvement. My aim was to capture the voices of parents and students in a
serious and authentic way.

I teach in an urban elementary school. Parental engagement in the schooling
of children has been a problem since I began teaching. I have been having trouble
getting parents involved in all aspects of education. The most involved parents tend
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to

to
at
and

often
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difficult
it is

the

to the educational ......''""''"'"'

--·~~L·- along with

to me that I had to find a way to

more

involved with
With this said, I wanted to find a way to make my classroom and """ ··n':l1'"""' my
1

colleagues' classroon1s a better learning environment. Not only has
problem ofn1ine but a problem of many other teachers

a

my building; ho'wever,

particular school has a school based planning team that has been trying to bring about
change when it comes to parental involvement. Perhaps 1ny study could
I

support

that my school was not

improving parental involvement. My school has had many parent involvement nights
with incentives for cmning; however, the overall turnout is rarely what is desired. It
was 1ny intention to increase the overall involvement of the parents

my classroom.

I would have been especially gratified if some of my most disengaged parents became
more involved in the classroom.
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and all other school personnel
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works and what

is completely developed.

to ensure that a

need to co1ne

project was supposed to help me gain a better insight as to what
not work when trying to engage more parents in my classroom.

My plan was to share the results of this study with my colleagues, PTA, School Based
Planning Team, and administration. Having most, if not, all parents in my classroom
completely involved with their child's education may not see1n feasible, but
increasing the involvement of some is more than possible.
Definition

Terms

is any type of contact between parents and schools. This can be
calls,

through letters,

the extent that

and students are involved, connected,

and committed to school.

7

cotnmunity is

mnount

answer

families, while

students

Jansorn, 2004, p. 19).

the past

time putting together

ULU'-'-'"'u

involvement. The general consensus among
involvement plays a major factor when looking at most
areas of

families in the education of their children at home

and at school is increasingly viewed as an impotiant means to support better learning
outcomes for children (Epstein & Jansom, 2004). Research has documented the
value of parent involvement

early childhood education and its relationship to

positive outcomes for children (Fantuzzo, Perry, & Childs 2006).
Students of all

and economic backgrounds are likely to benefit from

parents engaged in their children's education in both their academic skills and their
social-behavioral profile (Antonopoulou, Koutrouba, Tsitsas, & Zenakou, 2009).
T. Henderson, a senior consultant with the Community Involvement Program at
the Annenberg Institute for School Reform, and Karen L. Mapp, a lecturer on
education at Harvard and former Deputy Superintendent for Family and Community
Engagement in Boston have spent countless hours of research explaining why school-
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it

that

to

1s a

not just impact student growth it also

a

Family-school collaboration benefits teachers
teachers and
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are considered to

of view.
helps

~..., .... ,./.I_J..._,_.._._,

mutual partners from an

that
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point

and Ryan
to be

VV.l.LU.,.AVJ.Jll.. ,

feel accepted

rewarded, hold high

of job

satisfaction, and show a positive attitude to community initiatives (as cited in
Antonopoulou et al., 2009). When parents and teachers are cotnmunicating positively
on a regular basis teachers are generally more capable of fanning a better
understanding of the needs of all the children in their class and are more likely to
n1eet the children's needs (Antonopoulou et al., 2009).
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to
and

fron1
show
(Koutrouba et

2009).

Family,
family, school,
and co1nn1unity bonds

to
u~ u.v.u~u as
to see
and the comn1unity as partners
children's education and
development Partners
their shared
and responsibilities
for children, and they work together to create better programs and
opportunities for students (p. 701).
....

The value of parental engagement is multifaceted. Not only does it impact student
achievement and social-behavior but it also positively impacts teachers, schools, and
parents as well. Unfortunately, it is not always easy to

that positive link

between parents and teachers. The barriers to parental engagement are abundant.

Barriers to
With so much research pointing to the positives of parental involvement in
school it is a wonder why progress has been so limited. Why do educators still cite a
lack of parental support? Barriers of parental engagement have been studied
repeatedly in educational research. Findings generally repeat themselves on various
10

on

and

to

a lack of engagement in their own child's educational '-'""'"'"..... (Harris
!-.

Goodall,

2008).
Socio-econo1nic status plays a role in the lives of all individuals

of

economic class. It tends to impact the

than children

parents with

Parents of

class status deal with the

that con1e with

lovver

class. They are cornered into lower paying jobs that involve working overtime just to
meet the

bills.

Lower
Many parents cannot

status is

coupled with lower levels of education.

children with their homework because they

themselves had a very difficult time when they were in school. They cannot do the
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same

to

at
with

larger
than just

status

education.

to Harris and Goodall

one of the n1ost cited reasons for

in schooling is work comn1itments. Lack of time and
childcare

U-LL_l_J.VU.LL'-""

see1n to be significant factors predotninantly for women and

those working full-titne. They are limited in their ability to

it to events such as

parent meetings

the most restricted

other school events.

are

and tend to be the least responsive to invitations and requests from school.
Harris and Goodall (2008) also found evidence to demonstrate that certain
parents face considerable difficulties in their exchanges with teachers, schools and
administration. The time spent in school for parents can be degrading and
unwelcotning. Cedric Cullingford and Mary Morrison, both professors of Education
and Professional Development at the University of Huddersfield in the United
Kingdom, observed that "parents are both shy and reluctant to make contact with
school or to put themselves in a position which seems to them a gesture of assertion,
professionalism of schools" (1999,

253).

In a study by Williams, Williams, and Ullman (2002) they found that 16% of
parents were wary of overstepping sotne unwritten mark in their relations with
teachers. One major cause of this notion is the idea of responsibility for education.
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to
them
to

to

it has

around the world and their
often creates a major communication
that have
like outsiders in their children's schools (Cowhey, 2009). The issue of cultural
diversity is not just limited to language only. Cultural diversity can show itself in

Parents
be, generally

children's education.
leave

too

on

parents as

'hard to reach.' 'Hard to reach' is a tenn used to . _. . , _,. . , . .
to get in touch with.

'lr\l"\P<::Ir

that are very hard

to avoid contact with any teachers, staff, or
to be

administration. These parents,
educational lives (Crozier &

u .... ...,

children's

2007). Gill Crozier and Jane Davies, professors
13
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It only serves schools as an excuse

a

not being more proactive.

to

still

2007).
the

not

are not the

play an

only ones who

""''"'''-'.._~.._ ........

of success

in the

to Cullingford

(1
is not necessary to communicate with parents of older children.
parents

what they

must first

to offer .... ,.,.,..,.... ...,.,.they decide that

for the progress of each student. All too often

~""'u.,"'""'"'L

will

are necessary
to

parent what

should or should not do with little ..."",.,."''"rl for the parent's opinion on any matter.
is a one-sided relationship and often

to the parent shying away from further

contact.
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to

their
to
career believing that all

do not care about
parents care about

Engaging

not

an

for schools.

is an ongoing struggle to determine what is the most effective way to gain the
involvetnent of parents

the education of their children. There have been many

efforts to discover the best ways to get parents involved, however the successes of
each program vary greatly. As stated by Harris and Goodall (2008) the positive
findings behind most engagement programs are patchy, unreliable, and often based on
Jansom (2004) claim:
For a school to develop a partnership program involving all parents in ways
that
success requires new \vays of thinking about family and
community involvement. All schools
purposeful, planned partnership
a
activities that contribute to students' readiness for school, academic success,
and positive attitudes and behaviors (Epstein & Janson, 2004, 19).

Epstein and Salinas (2004) indicated that it is important to first look at the
as a whole. The statement
15

takes a village to raise a

to

to

that the
partnerships
stakeholders

.
.
1mprov1ng

over

Teachers play a vital role in parental involvement. Research states that
Walker,

must foster a
Enablement makes parents

that they can make a difference in their child's life,

the com1nunity, and the

also need to

a general trust between

themselves and teachers and it is the job of the teachers to build on that trust. The
teacher's beliefs about a parent's role

classroom and their responsibility to

provide involvement opportunities to parents are also critical factors to forming
positive parent-teacher relationships (Berthelsen & Walker, 2008).
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option.

smne comrnon

they

that

a similar system
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for positive or ..-..-..,-y.-.r·"""" behaviors.

trust arrd

common
groups (Friedlaender, 1999).
school's ability to foster positive engagement programs
most of the responsibility comes down to the parent's ability to keep involved. As
stated in the School Psychology International Journal, parents who are involved in
specific qualities. They have
communication and parental skills, a keen interest in school matters, and a good
understanding of their children's needs. They also have a positive attitude towards
school and tend to be supportive with homework on a regular basis (Epstein, 1996;
Antonopoulou et al., 2009).
Unfortunately, as stated before, n1any parents do not display these traits.
Schools can help parents improve these qualities through various methods. Parents
not

left to figure it out on

own. Recent discoveries
17

They
program of

involvement that can

The six different areas are: parenting,

school,

collaborating

at
with the community (Epstein

Salinas, 2004).

skills, family support, understanding child and adolescent development, and setting
up conditions to support learning at every age and grade level (Epstein & Salinas,

order to help them understand families' backgrounds and cultures and also help
teachers set goals
communicate with . .

children. To help gain quality communication schools should
._._L.U.......

'L.,.,._,

about school programs and . . . . , . . . . . . ..,.... . , progress (Epstein &
are daily communication logs or weekly

newsletters. They should create an easy two-way communication channel between

attempt to

and improve recruitment, training, activities, and schedules to
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related
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This
child's

way to
collaborate

and help

!JU,J.. V.U.Lu

do the same.

for

district can
school with
organizations,

and

V\JJl.LVj:;;,.vu

contribute

Salinas, 2004). All should be enabled to
No one should
own
will help schools
schools

of

parent
'"''"'"-'b. ....... ,,_,.._,

that all

are involved

in their

learning and want their

to do well
19

school. Educators

on

of

111USt

and

were

to

s achicveJnent

that educators

adopt so1ne sort of no
the family for a

also

circumstances
achievement.

assu1ne that a family does

their children's education (Henderson & Mapp, 2002).
Henderson and Mapp

went on to state that schools 1nust create

that will support fmnilies to guide their children's learning, fro1n preschool through
high school. Some effective practices schools could use with parents are:
• Home visits from trained parent educators with cultural backgrounds similar
to their own or with knowledge of their culture.
Lending libraries that offer gmnes and learning Inaterials to build skills at
home .
e

. . ...,,,,.._.....,...,.._'"' ..... groups with other families about children's learning.
•
on how to stimulate their children's mental,
development.
e

and emotional

Interactive homework that involves parents with their children's learning.

• Workshops on topics that parents~~~-,,....,~--~, like
children's
vocabulary, developing positive discipline u."'·""A'''"''-'' and supporting children
through crisis.
• Regular calls from teachers, not just when there are problems, about how
their children are doing class. Lead with something positive.
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to

to

n1ust

tend to do

can use to build parents

networks
confidence

are:
at

and youth

a

their
with topics parents
about drugs, . . . ...,~,,L.. ~-,, problems with
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like they can
children'

ability of school staff to

to

in opportunities for
on how to connect with

LU..llU..U .•..,...,

area.
Ar:tr'·n~=>,.."

workshops

with new ways to . . _. . ,. ., . . . . .,.....

provide

understand the importance of

relationships

in developing effective
professional development provided to school staff

connections
should

................. h''"''-'

It

families

and community members

to explore how

respectful relationships with

co1nmunity members are achieved.
to work

of school, family, and community

families

addition, it must enhance school
allow

make connections with

community resources. Finally, it must explore the benefits of sharing power with
families

community members (Henderson & Mapp, 2002).
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or

children's education.
also build a

Getting

for a

and

of the educational process,

more involved is one main

the

heavily on the

quality involvement

relationship

school,

long

can

com1nunity. Forming
difficult and

a \Vary
school's part and it

on

unfortunate to

the effort go wasted

v~u.._ .. ...,,,...,.....__L.Hf".

and
the child

to start
process all over
Meaningful

L.LU.U, ........ ....,

should last throughout the child's entire educational

career. After collaborative relationships have
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created and established, schools

et

2007).

It should

c::Jrl~'.!".'.... ...,

and recycle
with

should
of

on

what did not work at the end

information should then
to

collaborative

to year (Banda et al, 2007).

that focus on building resne,:::ttlll
and community

are often the

family and community connections with
schools (2002).
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children. Furthermore,

focus on
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new and improved ways to strengthen

relationships.
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to

of

turnouts
n1eaningful

classroom.

I would be especially gratified if some of my most disengaged "'"''"n·n""""'""' became more
involved in the classroom because it is tny experience that their children are often the
most difficult children to work with.

this action research project I used the parents of

it would

come

from outside of my classroom. The selection process was not

parents
no control

an urban
elementary school in Rochester, New York. The participants in this study were
26

to
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children.
to

confidential and
their

c.v ...,.,.""''"'

The

questions,

the pmiicipants

v.u.._,,_,._..•r
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to

were at the heart of action .,.""'"'""''"' ""'"' project. The
11

responses to the questions were used to give me a picture of how parents felt about
communication with their children's school. Then based on that data I was able to
make an informed decision on what I could do as a teacher to increase and sustain
parental

given an eleven question survey that they were asked to co1nplete. Parents had the
option of: (a) completing

survey with me during a parent conference; (b)

completing the survey at home; or (c) co1npleting the survey over a telephone
conference.
The survey consisted of a general list of questions gauging different areas of
home-school connections. Questions had to be translated into Spanish for the
27

child's

were

these

blank spaces where they could list their

The next

the parents how they would like to

communicate with the

how they would like the school to communicate

with thmn. The questions

format of single-select, select all that apply, and

rating scales in order to determine the parent's point of view on home-school
communication. The four questions asked were:
•

Currently, I receive information about my child (please check one):
Daily__

•

twice a week

weekly__

monthly__

as

I would like to receive information about my child (please check one):
Daily__

twice a week

weekly__

monthly__ as

needed
•

I would like to receive the following information (please check all that apply):
28

to

most

(1

to

one: sent

sent

with child;

either)
journal (small notebook that is passed on daily, from
school to

horne to

Other: ----------------------------------

two

were

to

lll

to understand
what had
and
following

were asked:

check one of the following statements about attending and
participating in meetings

your child:

29

----

I will

----

I arn not

I

if

they were held
---

r can

held.

be

to my

to attend

- - - lam

days

Would

be willing to participate

child's school? Ifyou

times:

any of the following events at your
events/activities that you

any

would like to see please list the1n under "other" (Check all that apply):
Classroo1n Celebrations
_

Potluck/picnic at a local park

_

Field Trips
Talent Show
,..,...,..,...'I'V>-•1-+,..-.

Member

_Sharing information with students (e.g. about your culture, your job, your
birthplace)
_Other (please list): _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
•

Sometimes parents do not like to go to their child's school. What are some of
the barriers to participating

your child's

more often? (Please check

all that apply):
The teacher is difficult to reach or not available when needed.
The office staff members are difficult to reach.
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successes
new
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were over.

telephone

a

to translate the
limited

questions
not

stated before, two

unknown

have a history

circumstances. Both

As

difficult to maintain contact

with.
were

with daily communication
were
tne on a

I

was

wrote in

were not

for parents to
written

that
important information needed to
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and were
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which was evaluated and
through

This
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the following chapter.
conference. No surveys were sent

was made because of

The following chapter will discuss the results of the pre and post
completed by the parents.
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contact has come from . . . . .-. _.,.,. ., ....,. . . parents while

some

80o/o

When

example,

20o/o stated that
one
office

"""'-'·'VJ.J.''"'J.

the

the health

other patiicipant stated that

but with

did not communicate with

administration but instead ""' .."""Y'V'" ...... ,... ... +,...,...-~ with the health office,
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ft

n1y

reason

stated that contact
and phone calls

only

or

type of communication parents
cards.

and

was occasional phone calls,

parent-participants stated that they communicated with their
their child is having, to ask questions about

their child's progress, or any other 1natter. Only one respondent left this question
blank for unknown reasons.
The fifth question, which concluded the current overall satisfaction of homeschool communication section of the survey, is displayed in Table 1.

Table 1:

school?

Parent Responses

Very Satisfied

Satisfied

Not Satisfied

20%

60%

20o/o

35

I

to
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Table 2, found

school.

2

of

10%

Twice a

0%

10%

Monthly

10%

70%

36

to

displaying how often parents would like

Table
to receive inforn1ation about

3
of

I would
Daily

10%

Oo/o

Twice a

60o/o
0%

Based on the table above, data shows that most parents would like to receive
infom1ation about their child on a weekly basis. While three parents would like to
continue receiving information as needed only one parent would like to receive

37
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When the
to

on

to

with
what

with

on at

that
areas.
on

9 out

10

to work with their child at home, 8 out of 10

.LL'"""'"'_..,, ...... ....,

they can borrow for working with their

they would like information about

like
they like to know what
and 9 out of 10 said
No participants

indicated that they are looking for any other information at this time. This data
helped drive the daily-weekly communication with parents. Through weekly journal
to probe parents'
their children at home. Parents also began requesting materials to use with their
children.
were
from their child's school. Specifically, they were
3. A
was the

of 1 meant
3rd

to rank their choices 1, 2, and

was the most preferred method and a rank of 3 meant this

most . . ...-""d·o..-.. arl method. The results displayed in Table 4, found on the

next page, show this:
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ln

4

what method

based on
to

form
communication parents would
data was a

to

if a telephone call cannot

source when

made.

home-school communication plan.
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notes, and

In addition,

were asked to indicate their ability to attend and

pmiicipate in meetings about their child. The data in Table 5 displays the responses
below:

5

I

I am not

but would attend if

.._,J ...

v v ......

were held

to my home. (e.g.

coffee shop,

your home)

I can

lam

10%

30%
most/all weekday

work

schedule.

40

20o/o

not consistent

my

it to

more

school. The following table, which is found on

41

This data in Table 6 indicates that 100%

the parents are willing to participate in
parent has

school activities in some
this information I

if they \Vould like to

and joining in on our celebrations. Unfortunately, no parents were
This is not
participate. I hope that,

two chances for

on field tips
to participate.
to

more chances, parents will be able to participate in

future activities.

42

to

on
to

to

30%
0%

a school because ...

10%

It also

that 30o/o

parent participants cannot make it to their child's school because they have work
obligations that need to be met. Only one specified that they could not 1nake it
because of other unknown reasons. The data from Table 7 was expected. Many
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to

daily

me that

8
communication on a

basis in the form of weekly journals and/or phone

two

VV.L.L.LLlHAH.

.LVU''-~VU.

on a daily

communication within a

lam

time
because all
the

with

were asked

comtnunicated with. I am once more pleased with my results

to state whom
vv..._, .... ._...)'"'

100% of

parents indicated that they communicated with their child's teacher. This

44

from

initial
report

showed

the only

and random

positive/negative
post

range of reasons

parents indicated a
updates, what the

communication such as

is learning this week, upcoming test

recotnmendations on how to help their child with reading, behavioral concerns,
rewards they received, and so forth.
Overall, parent satisfaction appears to have increased significantly. Table 8,
which can be found on the next page, compares the initial parent satisfaction to the
current parent satisfaction with home-school communication.
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I

1nmy

new

met
of

Finally, I
post survey

previous involvement
responses from the

"'h'""""-'-'...... ~-,

the

question to

how often parents . . , . . . . . . "".. ,, . . .

about their child. Table 9, which is displayed on the next page, shows this data
below:

46

1

80%

lOo/o

0%

70o/o

0%

Again, I would like to note that there was a significant change in the responses
following the implementation of Iny new parental involvement plan. Parents
indicated that

infonnation about their child on a daily to

1

•

oaSIS.

This was one of the goals to my action research project.
Parents have indicated to me that they are pleased with the level of contact

acceptable basis.
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to

terms of

to

contact from their

contact

r<rrt~-1-c>rl

the reason for
•xr-:ln"t<=•r1

to

to know how
want

'"'"'~"''"'""-.'","~-'"'

need in order to strengthen their bond with school is of great importance to a
success. As noted in the review of literature, improving these relationships
'

11

......... " " ' ' " " " "

a teacher's ability to meet a child's needs.

There is an overwhelming amount of empirical evidence and research
indicating that a student's achieven1ent and success are linked to stronger fan1ilyschool relationships. Unfortunately, building
Socio-econon1ic

ethnic, and racial

barriers that inhibit these relationships

progressing to a satisfactory level.

Through tny '""""'r'"HTT of
duty to establish an

relationships is not an easy task.

it is ultimately the school's

progratn that will gain

parent's participation.

Parents cmmot be left to figure things out on their own. Therefore, creating an
atmosphere of collaboration between teachers, parents, and the community is of

48

I

me

were

to

I

it

VV~AHLH.<.LJ.J.VV.,J.V'Ll

thought about

with
positive

to

cmnes
I

had
49

I

did
just

IS

classroom

seen
education setting such as mine.

of1ny

providers such as
,J~_,,.,Vl .•"-1

speech-language
appealed to other

to

lnr•rP'::l""'

and family members. With other input

subject teachers. With this said, I

their level

._,...,~,~._..,.,.._,my

contact between parents

own, parents will gain more

perspective on their child's overall performance in school.
After discovering what parents thought about their current levels of
communication with school I then looked at the two questions that focused mainly on
the frequency that parents receive information about their child. The results from this
section indicated that I needed to change

rate at which I deliver information to the

parents. A majority stated that they ,,;,r,,ni-t:>rl to

information

however,

at the titne they were only receiving information as needed. I found this to be a
problem that
Based on the responses to the

question

they prefer to be contacted, parents

the survey, which asked how

that they wanted to be contacted by

phone, written note, or some sort of home-school journal. With this said, I began

50

more

It was

on

to

at
me that

some

child outside of

me that

In

as well.

would
I

of workshops

child at

notify

1nanner.

some sort of
51

to

to

a

more contact with me I

more contact with

on a weekly

a more welcoming
used to
much

me

contact was

"What did he

greeting

Additionally, improved attitudes

data

I.JULU\..A.,;U

with a

as, "Oh!
to take note that \Ve both

by the

parent

the same

to help their child
were evident

These improvements were reflected when I finished observing the
post survey. The results of
52

post survey displayed

to

I

is not

to

to

of

can
though I was

I would like

some of

would
It

help me in my current

cH

U~UCLLJ'H

limited to an urban

York. The study should
"'"'"'·LUI", U\v\./UUi)V

I would also like to note that

their needs and

interviews could

extended to a
may

In a

different way. I asked the participants personal questions that may have been difficult
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I

I

were
top

'-"'-"'-~AllAJLj'-,

success should

and

Y>O.C><H¥0

n1ore.

It

supported 1ne

I cannot wait

that I

a more

contact me

are

The

should not be kept with

priority.

a
at

them with

only

I now
H.-'C!.,.lV.LJUJ.LLLfJU

class but it has

mea

teacher. I
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with

I am more capable of

to

to
schools.
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1)

you

3) What

4)

some of

common reasons

this communication?

satisfied are you with the level of communication with your child's

about my child (please

5)
twice a

weekly_ _

as

6) I would like to receive information about my child (please check one):
twice a
needed

weekly__

as

to

to

one: sent

9)

one of
In .LLL~'"'"'·""·'-""' about

sent

with

following statements

I

if
they were

to my home (e.g. nearby coffee shop, in

home).
_ _ I can always be a part of the meeting if a phone conference call is held.

I

to

to

at a

birthplace)

What are some
(Please

1

is difficult to

had
I

I

child's

not

or not

needed.

Appendix
Initial Parent Survey in Spanish
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con

1)

0

su

5)

frecuencia recibe infonnaci6n acerca de su hijo/a? (Por favor escoja

2 veces por

uv.~. ..... ...._,, ... .....,_ _ _ __

Semanal _ _ __

Cuando sea necesario _ _ __

Cuando

7)

(Por favor escoj

---

las que le

con me hij o/ a en cas a.

COlTIO

prestados

trabaj ar en cas a con mi

_ _ Informacion acerca de grupos de apoyo para padres y familias.
8) GComo le gustaria a usted recibir informacion de la escuela, acerca, de su
hijo/a? Por favor seleccione 3
al tres; (1- iguala
preferido, y 3 Llamadas

su preferencia, usando los numeros del una

metoda
al tercer metoda preferido)
telefono (mejor hora y dia para localizarla?)

Por correo

(Por favor provea su direcci6n de correo

electr6nico): _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Con una nota o carta

0

"'"' ....'T" (

escoja una; enviada por correo, carta

enviada a casa con su hijo/a, cualquiera de estos)
___ Con un diario de la escuela a casa (Una pequefia libreta que es cargada
diariamente, de la escuela ala casa y de la casa ala escuela)
Otra:

----------------------------

Ia

no

en

y

Sl

participar en

se1nana

0

de los

... ll,,C.Y'ITOC"

eventos en la

eventos o actividades que
en "otro" (Marque todos los que desee):

informacion con los estudiantes (por ejemplo acerca
su cultura, trabajo o

de naci6n).

_ _ Otro (Por favor escriba)

---------------------------------

11

encontrar o

lo

son
maestros
no
ffil

ala
me

a

me

_ _ Orto: (Por favor

otras razones del

que no puede

en la escuela de su hijo/a) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Appendix C:
Parent Survey in English
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1)

are

of

common reasons

with the

4)

5) Currently, I

of communication with your child's

information about my child (please check
a

monthly___

as

Post

in Spanish

64

cuanta

la

su

0

0

3) (,Cuales son las razones comunes de su comunicaci6n?

4) (,Cuan satisfecho/a esta usted con el nivel de comunicaci6n con la escuela de
su hijo/a?

que

5)

informaciOn acerca

una):

Cua ndo sea necesa rio _ _ __

su hijo/a? (Por favor escoja
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